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Introduction

The sides of a triangle are met by the sides of a triangle in perspective with
it in nine points of which three lie on the axis of perspectivity of the triangles
and the other six, as we have it from the converse of Pascal's theorem, lie on
a conic. When the centre of perspectivity is the Lemoine point of the tiiangle
and the axis of perspectivity is the line at infinity this conic is a circle known as a
Tucker circle [1]. In this paper, analogously we prove that given a simplex in
n-space, the traces on its edges of the prime faces of any simplex in perspective
with it, all except those falling on the prime of perspectivity, lie on a quadric
which we call a Tucker quadric. And further we consider the special case when
this quadric becomes a hypersphere.

1. Simplexes perspective from the same point and prime

Let S be a simplex in n-space. Let this be the simplex of reference with
vertex-vectors eo,elt---,en. Denote the face opposite the vertex e; by E,. If
y = 2 f = oJ'iCi = ( y o J i . ' " ! ^ ) is a n v point disjoint from S, we shall write
yt* = yf-1 and y* = (yo*,yi*,•",)?**)• Let A be a. simplex with vertices at,
(i = 0,1, ••-,«) which is perspective with S from a point u. Then at = u + fc;e;

for some ko,kl,k2, •••,kn, and the face af of A opposite the vertex a ; is the prime
k*Tx — gXj/iii = 0, where g = k*Tu + 1. Hence E, and a, meet on the prime
K with equation k*Tx = 0, which is thus the prime of perspectivity.

Any simplex perspective with S from the same point u, having vertices
say u + k'^i, will have the prime of perspectivity K if and only if k' = tk for
some scalar t. Denote the simplex with vertices u + tk^i by A(t). The simplexes
.4(0 form a system (A) any two of which have centre of perspective u and axis
of perspective K.

2. Antiparallel simplexes

The prime face a;(0 of A(t) opposite the vertex at(t) = u + tktet meets the
edges of S other than those issuing from the vertex e; in points which lie on K .
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Consider the points in which a,(f) meets the edges issuing from et. Let

pi-it) = a,(t)n<keheJy, j # i.

There are altogether n(n + 1) points p)(t), two on each edge (e^ef).
Let Pj{t) be the prime containing the points p), (h = O,\,...,j—l,j+l,...,n),

and let B(t) be the simplex with faces Po(t),^(i),---,Pn(t). We callB(0 the anti-
parallel simplex of A(t) with respect to S, « and K.

It is easily seen that

' e + k e w h e r e 9(t) = k*Tuei + kJei> w h e r e 9(t) = k*Tu + t,

and that /J;(f) is the prime

(1) £ MC) ~ "'xj-gftxjut = g(t){u*Tx-x,lut} -k*Tx = 0.

The vertices of B(t) are u + Cj-e,-, where

cj = kjUj(t + n- lg(t))l(Uj - k}g{t)).

So B(t) is in perspective with all the simplexes A{t') from w. Since a;(f') is the
prime
(2) fc^x-^'K/u^O,

the prime of perspectivity for B(t) and A(t') is

(3) 0(O3(f')H*Tx - {g(t) + g(t')} k*T[x = 0.

So also any two simplexes B(t) are perspective from w and have p rime of perspec-
tivity K. Thus

THEOREM 1. The simplexes B(i) form a system (B), any two of the simplexes
being in perspective from u and K. Any simplex B(t) is in perspective with
any simplex A(t') from the point u and a (variable) prime through the inter-
section of K and u*Tx = 0 .

3. Tucker quadrics

THEOREM 2. Let S and T be two simplexes in n-space which are in per-
spective. The points in which the prime faces of one simplex meet the edges
of the other, except those lying in the prime of perspectivity K, lie on a quadric;
and this quadric passes through the intersection of K and the polar quadric
with respect to S of the centre of perspective u.

PROOF. In the previous notation, take T=A(t). The points in question,
namely the n(n + 1) points plj(t), are easily seen to lie on the quadric

(4) g(t)2Fu - k* Tx{g(t)u* Tx - k* Tx } = 0,
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where Fu = \ Z i±j x^/i^u,- = 0 is the polar quadric [2, 3] of u with respect
to S.

DEFINITION. The quadrics (4) are called the Tucker quadrics of S relative
to u and K.

We note that, if v is the pole of K with respect to the quadric Fu = 0, then
the poles of K with respect to the various Tucker quadrics all lie on the fixed
line <w,»>, as do the poles of u* Tx = 0 (the polar prime of u with respect to S).

Some special cases of Theorem 2 are worth mentioning. Suppose S is iso-
dynamic, that is, the circumhypersphere of S is the polar quadric of some point,
the Lemoine point of S [3, 4]. Let u be the Lemoine point and K the absolute
prime. Then Fu = 0 is the circumhypersphere of S and its intersection with K
is the absolute («—2)-dimensional quadric. The simplexes A(t) are homothetic
to S, and every Tucker quadric of S relative to « and K , passing as it does through
the intersection of Fu = 0 and K, is a hypersphere.

In this case, any face /J((f) of B(t) is parallel to the tangent hyperplane, of
the circumhypersphere of S, at the vertex et of S. We say j?f(f) is antiparallel
to the face £f of S.

When t -> 0, the vertices of A(t) will all coincide with u and the faces of
A(t) become the primes parallel to the faces of S through u. The corresponding
Tucker hypersphere may be called the^rsf Lemoine hypersphere of S,in analogy
with the circle obtained in 2-space.

Again, when t takes the value which makes (n — l)g(t) + t = 0, the vertices
of the antiparallel simplex B(t) all coincide with u and the faces become the anti-
parallels, through H, to the faces of S. The corresponding Tucker hypersphere
might bee ailed the second L emo ine hypersphere of S. Its centre is at the Lemoine
point u of S, since u and K are polars with respect to the Tucker quadric when

My thanks are due to the referee for helpful suggestions.
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